LIGHT - BRIGHT AND SPARKLING FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
FROM THE PRODUCERS OF THE "CARRY ON" PICTURES!

MODERN SOUND PICTURES, INC. Presents -

TOMMY STEELE

THE

DUKE

WORE

JEANS

AND JUNE LAVERICK as "The PRINCESS"

CO-STARRING: MICHAEL MEDWIN

with ALAN WHEATLEY - ERIC POHLMANN - CLIVE MORTON

Produced by PETER ROGERS
Directed by GERALD THOMAS
Screenplay by NORMAN HUDIS
Story by LIONEL BART and MICHAEL PRATT

A KEITH T. SMITH: MODERN SOUND PICTURES, INC. RELEASE
The young Duke is already secretly married and enlists the aid of family handy-man, Cooper (Michael Medakow), in an attempt to undo the marriage. A way out of their predicament presents itself when they meet a con man, Tommy, who is the Duke’s exact double. They ask him to go to Rithia in the Duke’s place. Tommy agrees and even the Duke’s mother is deceived by the charade.

Meanwhile in Rithia, Tommy, accompanied by Cooper, arrives in Rithia and is received by the King (Alan Wheatley) and Queen (Mary Karrildge) with pomp and ceremony. They welcome the ‘Duke’ as a suitor for their daughter because under an ancient custom the country would become a republic if the heir to the throne is still unmarried at the age of 31.

The Princess attends a court ball dressed in the clothes of her maid. During a square dance she meets the “Duke.” Each is aware of the other’s identity and they fall head over heels in love. In the picturesque palace gardens Tommy proposes marriage and she accepts.

The King and Queen are delighted and agree to the match. Tommy has revealed his true identity to the princess, but as there is another ancient custom which forbids him to marry a commoner they decide to continue the masquerade. Bostini and Bostalotte, however, have their suspicions
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MAT #101

FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT!
FUN-FILLED SOUTH-AMERICAN RIOT!

MAT #202

THE DUKE WORE JEANS

MAT #203

MAT #204

MUSICAL COMEDY FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!

MAT #201

TOMMY STARTS A SOUTH-AMERICAN HEAT WAVE!
Modern Sound Pictures, Inc. Presents -

TOMMY STEELE

ANOTHER HIT!
FROM THE MAKERS
OF THE
"CARRY ON" PICTURES!
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